Frequency-dependent and cell-specific effects of electrical activity on growth cone movements of cultured Helisoma neurons.
The present experiments address the question of how stimulation parameters, which evoke action potentials in neuronal cell bodies, influence growth cone movements of different identified neurons. The motility of growth cones of Helisoma buccal neurons B19 and B4 was monitored while somata were stimulated simultaneously via an intracellular microelectrode. The findings show that the responses of growth cones of B19 and B4 contain components that are common as well as unique to each neuron. Whereas rates of growth cone advance were suppressed in a graded fashion by stimulus frequencies beyond a threshold of 2 s-1 for both neurons, B4 was more sensitive to electrical stimulation and exhibited a new response, namely, growth rates were enhanced during the poststimulation recovery period after stimulation at specific frequencies. Thus, electrical activity can result in enhancement as well as in inhibition of growth cone movement. Changes in number of filopodia on B19 and B4 were graded also, with B4 again displaying greater sensitivity. The frequency dependence of filopodia compared to growth rate changes was different and suggests a possible dissociation between filopodial activity and growth cone motility. Patterned electrical activity produced effects similar to constant stimulation for B19 growth cones, whereas it decreased the threshold frequency and eliminated the growth enhancement effect for B4. Taken together, these data demonstrate that the quantitative features of electrical activity as well as intrinsic properties of neurons both determine the growth cone response to changes in neuronal activity.